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ABSTRACT. An extensive* band system attributable to the diatoni'c muleeule CbO is 
obtained in the region from K 4200 to the limit of sensifivitv of the panchrcanatic plates, 
The bands are divided into three systems, A, B, C, analogous to the a, v-system.s in TiO 
find ZrO, found by Lowaler The follovsing vibrational constants aie determined for the 
three systems i —
Svstem A 
System ft 
Svstem C
Evidence of muliiplet structure is found and electronic transitions between quartet 
terms arc suggested o.s probable.
I N T R 0 D V C T I 0 N
The spectra of the diatomic molecules of the transition group of elements 
are of particular inteiest b Ih theoretically and experimentally. The interest 
lies in the fact that the elements contain an incomplete *d' electron shell and 
form molecules Y^lnch give rise to bands of a very complex structure,—in 
appearauce line-like, with a considerable overlap of multiplet and partially 
resolved rotational structure. These complex features are explained by the 
identification of high multiplicity terms among the eletronic states for these 
molecules such as those established m the cuvsc of MnH (Nevin 1942, 1945)» 
Mn halides (Muller, 1943; Bacher, 194S, and Rao,‘ 1948) and CrCl (Rao 
and"Rao, 1949), Another set of examples of bands of this type are those of 
T iC^ and ZiO (Lowater 1929,1932). The multiplicity of terms involved in the 
emission of this later type of bands may not be “high” but the mechanism 
of electron configuration and transitions is analogous to the first type of bands. 
There k  further an astrophysical interest associated with these oxide bands, 
since some of them are conspicuously present in the stellar spectra. The 
band spectra of the oxides knoAAn till now are those of Sc, Ti, V,.Gr, Mn, Fui 
Co and, Ni in the first transition group and Yt and Zr in the second transition 
g^roup, but there is no mention or reference till now^  in the literatureTo the^ band
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spectrum of the oxide of coUimbium. While en^raged on a study of the lines 
of Cb the author first observed bands in an nrc excited between Cb electrodes, 
which are of a high degree of spectroscopic purity and are specimens of the
H. S. brand supplied by Adam Hilger. Subsequently, in an attempt to obtain 
the bands of CbCl molecule (a small quantity of the pentachloride was 
supplied by Johiison and Mathey) in a heavy cunent dischaige, the same bands 
w’ere observed. These are not coincident with any known bands and aic 
assigned to the oxide molecule of columbium. An investigation on these 
bands is described in the following pages
K X I ‘ K K I M K N T A L
The Ivands aie obtained in three different somces;
1. Tn the flame of direct arc between columbium electrodes run at 22'p 
volts and 3-amperes
2. In the flame of D.C. arc between gia[)hite electrodes fed by coluni-\ 
biuin pentachloride.
3. In a heavy current discharge from a D.C two kilo-watt gcncratoi 
with columbium pentachloride in the quart/ dischaige tube. The excitation 
in this case may be due to the formation of the oxide as a lesiilt of the easy 
decomposition of the pentachloride.
Photographs are taken on S.R- ranchmmatic plates uith a Hilger two 
prism Littrow spectrogrph of very high resolving and light gathering powei. 
Mcasuieincnts of the plates are made as usual and the columbium'lines arc 
eliminated by both observation and ctiniparisoii with the list due to 
num plircys and Meggers (ig45)>
1) K vS C R I P T  1 O N O I' T H B A N 1 > v<
Extensive band systems from A 4200' to the limit of sensitivity ol the 
Ilfoui Panchromatic plate aie obtained. The band,s may be divided into three 
groups : (Plates I A , B and Cj.
1. P'rom A 4200— 5100 Definite u ell-maikcd and red-degraded sequences 
of which five arc conspicuous: wc .shall designale tlicse as system A (after 
Lowater’s system a in ZrO)-
2. From A 5100— 6100 :— Auothei grouji of red-degraded bands which 
docs not present any apparent sequence structure. This may be designated 
as system B (corresponding to the /3 .system of ZrOj.
3. A  third group from A 6100 to a long wave length limit which could 
not be ascertained as the system appears to extend into and beyond the 
panchromatic region; as can be seen from the photograph. These are closely 
packed red-degraded band.s and shall be considered as a part of system C 
(analogous to ZrO-y system).
The possibility of the bands forming into three systems is suggested from 
an examination of the Plates.
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1. The intensity distribution in each differs from that m any othei.
There is a comparatively icgular distiibution of intensity in the sequence- 
starts of system A while the sequences in system B are not so conspicuous 
As 'we follow the sequences in system A there is an abuipt rise in intensity 
at one stage of the spectrum which suggested the need for considering it as 
part of anothei system Ji. analogous change in intensity chaiacteristics
and an apparent discontinuity in the hand formation at A 6100 is very 
conspicuous on plates with long exposures. It is quite likely that there is an 
overlap of continuiiin in this region extending to longer w^ave-lengths.
2. The structure of the bands also constncuously differs ft0111 group to 
group and leads to the division into three different systems. There is an 
appaient partially open rotational structure in syotem A. the structure is much 
less open in system B, and, in system C there is no rolatioiial stiucliiic at all.
3. Compan.soii with the tithcr known oxide bands also supports this 
division into three systems. T if ) and Z r() have three systems of analogous tiands 
in the col responding regions with similar characteristics In the .spectrum 
of vanadium oxide (Mahanti, 1935' though only one system corresponding to 
system A Avas analysed, mention w'as made of other bands lying on the long 
wave-length side of these I'he VO system has an open lotational structure 
like that of ChO. Coinpanson w illi CrO bands also suggests that the system 
analysed by ( Ihosh (1932) )>iobably corresponds to the system A in CbO and 
the o( systems in X'lO and ZiO, The measurements of Fnrguson (1932) suggest 
the pnssibilly of extensive band systems lying in the infra-red region for CiO 
and V( t molecules.
A N A L Y S I S
The thiee systems de.scribed aliove are not isolated ones with W'ide 
setiaralioiis betVA ecu them ; there is a considerable amount of overlap which 
makes the piucess of picking out the sequence membeis a matter of diffi­
culty especially in system B. There is, howeve’', a laige portion of system 
/I 111 the region of shorter wave-lengths which is comparatively free fioin 
overlap. This helped in the easy identification of the structure of the 
sequences in the system /I, and lienr:e this is taken nj) as a starting point 
r)f the analysis. 1  he most intense sequence appears at v 21320 and is likely 
to be the A r  = o sequence. When successive diffeicnees between the 
sequence starts are taken we get, hegimiing from the violet end the 
values arc 830, 840, 981, 971, 960, etc. It is presumed that gSi, 971, 960, 
are the A G (i’) values of one electronic slate and 840, 830, etc , of another 
state. A s the bands are conspicuously red-degiaded W’c may expect less 
than to/', and assume that the higher intervals, 981 etc., correspond to the 
ground .state differences. Thus the band heads at v 21320 and v 20340 are 
considered as (0,0) and (0,1) respectively, while that at v 22163 is taken 
as the (1,0) head. After fixing up lhe.se three bands the (1,1) band is 
located in the calculated position and is identified as such. W ith these 
four bands the analysis of the other bands is dcvelojied, as shown in Table I.
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T ablk II
Vibrational coustaiils of systems cori'cspondiug to system C in CbO.
Molecule
'I'lO
VO
CrO
MnO
ZrO
CbU
833-» 
864 8
7.S0.7
792 o 
820.0 
^
1003 5 
1012 3 
893-8 
840 7 
9 3 7 - 2  
1002 9
4 5 
5-7 
S.9 
18-3
3 3 
3 9
5 I 
S-3
6 5 
49 
3 5 
63
The ground state clifl'ereiices, etc., agree well with the corresponding 
values of ZrO (Zr being the element preceding Cb in the periodic table). 
A  coiii])rehensive table of the ground and uiiper state fiequencies of the 
oxide moleculeb of some of the elements of the transition groups is given 
above (Table II.) The order of magnitude and the general variation show 
a legulaiity and support the correctness ot the the ideiiiification in CbO
I N r  It N S I 'r Y ID I S T R I B D T I 0 N T N S Y S T K M A
The most intense heads of the group are the sequeiice-starls ; they fall 
on a typically wide Condeii parabola. Considering any single sequence, the 
intensity falls rai>idly. The fall is very conspicuous in Av — o sequence 
But, one peculiarity is the abrupt change in intensity in the Aa = o sequence ; 
the (y.a) band is not observed at all although higher members of the seqneiiee 
are developed. In the other sequences as well, some of the earlier 
members of the .sequence are absent while the higher members are sufficiently 
intense, as is evident from the Table 1. Such a general feature is nut 
uncommon in the complex oxide band.s; notably in the CrO the (1,1) band 
is very weak while the (2,2) (3,3) etc., arc much stronger.
Another characteristic feature of the intensity distribution deserving 
particular mention is the relative intensity of the (0,1) and the (1,0) bands. 
The latter is much more intense than the former, and even comparable 
with the (0,0) band- This feature also seems to be present in other 
complex bauds a.s well the o.xide liaiids of Ti, V and Cr and also the 
halide bands of Mn and Cr.
S 'r R TT C T U R E O V T H E  B A N  D S Y S T E IM
On account of the above peculiarities in the intensity distribution, 
considerable difficulty is experienced in arriving at the vibrational structure 
of the system. Another factor also has coutributeil to this difficulty. 
Although each sequence could be generally followed upto the start of
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the next sequence, still the fnllovvins; up of each of the sequences after the 
first two members in'csciUed considerable difficulty. It can be seen fiom 
the j)lates and the wavc-leil«:ih list (Table V) that between the (o,o) and 
( i,i)  bauds there are at least half a dozen heads with fairly considerable 
intensity, w hether these bands are rotational heads or inulliplct heads 
could not be I decided. Multiplets were detected in the bands of ZiO by 
Lowater. An attempt to find out similar miilti])let structure in the 
present CbO system A is not fruitful. The question of structure (rotational 
01 multiplet) can be considered only after a detailed rotational analysis 
is obtained. The intcriu'ctation of many of the heads which are still 
unclassified, particularly those at the end of each sequence, miftht then be 
clear The inteu.sity characteristics of the bands alone do not give us arw 
clue to their inter])retalion. Unless the rotational analysis is com])letekl 
even the question of the existence or otherwise of multiidet structurl* 
cannot be decided* Even if the multiplet structure exists, the sepanitlon.4 
that are involved may be very small, as will be seen from a disi-ussion\ 
given subsequently. \
S Y vS T K M n
W ith the vibrational differences obtained from the structure of system 
ail analysis of system is attempted. The identification ot the A a - o  
sequence has not been as easy as in system ^ . From ana logy with tlie 
ZrO m<)lecule we may expect this system to have a common sitate with 
system A probably the lower state. Altemiits are iheiefore made to ,see 
if the ground state differences of system A occur in any of the pairs form­
ed from what might be the sequence staiis in appiopriatc regions of 
system If. This resulted lu the ideiiLificalion of a number of pairs with 
the same ground state intervals over short regions of the spectrum. This 
is in definite contrast to system A where no existence of such pairs could 
be found. A  close scrutiny of these pairs and a coiisidciatiun of the 
relations between the wave-numbers of this and of the rem aining heads, 
resulted in the vibrational scheme shown in Talilc III. Under each 
combination four members art given, These are designated as «, h, c, d 
in increasing order of wave-lengths. The,se members might arise .from 
the multiplicity of the term.
A  discussion of the interpretation of these components is given later. It 
should be noted that all the bands do not develop these four components
still their existence and the regularities among them appear quite definite.
The following api>roximate vitirational constants are derived. The 
constants in the upper state of system B are less than those for the lower 
slate consistent with the red-degraded bands. But the difference between the 
values is very small.
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Intensity Distribution:— The intensity distribution in sjystem B is highly 
complex. There is no systematic variation of the intensity of the different 
sequences or their individual members. This might be attiibuted to the 
partially open rotational structure, multiplicity of the band heads, and overlap 
of systems B and C,
S Y S  T K M C
Ouly one group is detected definitely in Ibis system (Table IV). It 
presents a kind of flatted structure. A  definite vibrational atisignment of a 
single group like this is not possible. The first alleiiipt was to see if this can 
be the (o,o) group, in view of its intensity but the inteivals between the 
component heads are not of the exi)ccted order of magnitude to justify such 
an assignment. Intensities, and interval characteristics have suggested on the 
other hand that it might be the (i,o) sequence. The relatively laige intensity 
of this group does not preclude the assignment as the fi,o) group instead of as 
the (o,o) group for, in this type of spectra the (i,o) sequence is nearly as intense 
as the (o,o) group. On the assumption that it might be the (i,o) sequence, 
evidence is found on the jdate of a possible existence of the (2,0) sequence in 
the appropriate region but it is partially developed and overlapped considerably 
by bauds belonging to system B.
Multiple beads are identified in some of the members of the sequence and 
arc designated as a, b, r, d similar to those found in system B. But it should 
he noted that the component separations in the two systems arc different.
If the above tentative assignnienl of the observed group as the (j,o) 
sequence prove to be correct the (0,0) sequence should lie further to the red. 
An investigation into this region was not possible for w^ ant of suitable 
photographic plates.
T a b l e  V
List of unclassified bands in CbO
Wa\ e Wave 1 Wave
number Int umnber Int number Int
2 3 ^^ 7 3 -^ 3 23528.7 2 23279.5 3
661.7 2 483-6 3 263.7 2
2 475-8 3 249.5 3
629 3 5 469.1 3 229 1 8
616.7 4 452 5 2 224.7 3
613 7 3 445-4 3 210.3 2
606 3 2 439 4 2 180 2 1
599 & .3 426 7 3 172.8 1
586.2 3 414.7 3 i6i 8 2
.  57« i 4 391.4 2 146.4 35<56,4 3 342.6 4 121.6 -3
556 7 4 332.6 3
54R 7 5 325 1 4 2307s 7 ' 4
540 8 1 m -4 2
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TapIvK V i c o nt d  )
Wavr
iiumbet Int.
Wave 
11 umbel Int.
1
W\ive [ 
mini her | Int.
22c;68.7 2 20948.8 4 18350.5 3 ■
95.S-1 3 910.7 5 332.9 2
93^.6 3 876 I 6 282 4 5
905-7 2 832.9 269 0 .3
878.2 2 S03 3 3 -iSS 3 , 5
837,0 2 740 9 4 230 r 5
S21.1 2 731 4 3 196,1 3
805 0 2 587-9 4 168 4 4
791.6 3 565-2 2 1531 2
774 .0 3 527 2 119.3 ; 3,
750.8 2 S04 3 1 069.2 3
746 7 2 471 3 2 3
■7/\J (1 2 408,9 3 02 5.8  ^ /730 1 3 .327.5 2
6784 3 179S7 3  ^ \
648.2 2 .?o3i6.s 5 852.4 4 \
627-9 3 291 1 1 833-7 ' 1609,9 3 270 4 2 79,=i 4
596.7 3 249 3 I 667 o
591-4 2 197 0 3 587.6 3 \
566,8 3 T67.3 2 St*) 3 2 \
4970 5 4 / 423-2 7
447-6 .3 053.9 4 39?. 3 I
373i5 4 02T.7 4 263.6 3
346 9 2 145.1 .3
294.1 4 it)975.9 2 011.1 2
208.6 2 914 3 3
191 9 2 893-4 7 16741,5 1
182 3 T 823.2 2 733.4 2
104.0 4 723 9 7 676.5 I 1
r>8i.8 5 714.5 3 646 7 ’ 3
069.6 2 671 6 2 622.1 2
032.6 4 574 .'i 1
552-6 . 2 16612 1 2
21949 4 2 428 5 4 OoT 0 I
926.9 4 384.2 6 SM 4 I
911 8 3 351-1 4 526.7 2
893 7 4 346 8 1 493-6 .3
870 5 2 .323-5 8 475-2 2
287 5 6 458.0 2
21831.1 3 236.4 2 442.8 I
811 5 6 120 8 5 427.9 I
799-6 3 126 3 5 39f^ -2 2
78'..6 3 027.6 3 369 5 1
777.1 2 07s  ^ ; " .36 J. 2 t
75.3 0 4 0 6 7 . j 2 352.5 1
676 3 6 336.0 2
626.3 6 18985 3 2 232.8 2
58.3 b «; 970 8 4 207.1 0
574-4 6 943-7 1 - o6g 0 2
546.4 6 907.6 2 0'5.3-3 4
528 9 S 874 8 2
490 5 6 8387 ■ 3 15846 8 4
447-0 6 69.S 0 0 834.2 1
A n  3 3 651.9 I 820 0 i
306.2 2 784-0 0
261 5 4 18571.9 3 764.0 1
252 9 A 568 1 3 731-3 1
225 0 3 567.4 2 706.3 1
217.1 2 511.8 3 671,2 2 •
163 2 4 480.0 2 651-3 1
080.4 473-8 3 628.4 n
024.1 4 433 1 1 587.7 2
on 2 2 .366,7 3
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The author, however, desires to suggest that it is a.i very important 
investigation as Tt would lead firstly, to the analysis of system C. There 
is m addition a possibility of deciding the question of the inuUiplicity of 
the electronic stales involved. The system t ’ is specially suited for th  ^
purpose as it is  obviously not complicated by the existence of the rotational 
structure.
The intensity distribution in this system cannot be discussed in the 
absence of a complete analysis.
V 1 n R A T 1 (» N A J. D A T A
All the vibrational constants determined for the three systems aife 
collected in Tabic VI. At least for systems B and t the order of magnitude 
alone should be taken as having been determined in the present work. 
Accurate formulae are not possible to derive without measuiements on 
higher disiiersion In Table V II the values of the energies of dissociation 
etc., are given foi a tew allied molecules of the type CbO The data for 
the oxides of Ti, V, L i, Mu are taken from Mahaiiti *.1935). For ZrO the valu­
es aie calculated from Towater’s vibrational constants for system a , The 
values for CbO are derived from .system A.
T able VI
Vibiarional con.stants 111 CbO.
stcjii A  1 1^400 1 «5.S 2 3 9 ' too;' 9 1 ft.c,
SvMem B ! (i8aSj) i 99« 16 0 lO'XI j f'h
Sytlein ' 1 j 63601 1' QO2 7 5 ' 1000 i  ^ 5
T able VII
Heat of di.ssociation, etc vfrom systems coi responding to system A m CbO )
11 /-iltiol
1
/)' i D"
, .  L_______ __ __
I'-utotp
RcO 2 5 4 6 i 7 5 , -0 4
TiO 2.4 4« 69^ 4 0 3
VO 1 ? 2 4 c 6 4 , 0
CrO 2 1 ‘ ; 4-0,1
MnO 2.2 1-7 4.4 “ 0 .S
ZtO 2.67 ' 6,2 1 6 4 4-2 47
CbO 2 6 5-7 j A‘7 ‘ 4-3.6
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A  few points of interest are :
1. In the horizontal row of molecule ScO, etc., iiatom is negligibly 
small, suggesting the probable dissociation of molecules into two neutral 
atoms in both the states.
2. In the second transition group (Zr, Cb oxides) £at,om is large with 
the result that the molecules may be expected to dissociate probably into 
an excited metal atom and neutral oxygen in one of the states (perhaps the 
upper).
There is thus a similarity in members of the same hoiizontal row but 
molecules belonging to different rows exhibit largely differing character­
istics, as may be reasonably expected.
m , R C T R o N I C T R A M S 1 1 O N vS j
No definite conclusions about the electronic states of the molecule Van 
be reached without a further investigat’on of the rotational slructurelof 
system /I, or without a complete development aud analysis ot system \c'. 
Still the following oliscrvations from the allied molecules may help \n 
foiming a gencial aud tentative idea of the transitions involved in the 
emission of the CbO bauds-
In TiO and ZiO the imiltiphcity of the terms involved is three. The 
three systems detected ill eacli of these aie .supposed to aiisc mil of the 
following transitions.
System a . J l — 'II »
/?-
y
r x i - '^ n
In dealing with these molecules Lowater suggested the above transitions 
considering the following points .
1. The total number of electrons in the molecule being even the 
multiplicity is odd.
2. Chnsty (1927) in the rotational analysis of TiO system) .suggested 
that the multiplicity of the tcims is three. The occmrciice of multitilcts (each 
member consisting of three components) supports this view of multiplicity.
3. Lowater also referred to a suggestion made by Pearsc that there 
should be a resemblance between the electronic configuration of the molecule 
of TiO and of the atom of Ca. "Kach constituent of the molecule not only 
retains its own two K- electrons but also has a complete ring of eight L- 
electrons. If so, for the molecule of TiO, oxygen, gaining two electrons 
from T i atom, resembles as a constituent of the molecule inactive neon, 
while T i having lost two electrons resembles C a ."  Thus,
* In TiO this is due to a singlet transition. But, refer also, Gaydon and Pearse:
“ Idenification of inolccnlar spectra,'' page 192,
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Ti has the outer configurations 3ci“ 4 /  and oxygen 2x 2^//,
(perhaps it is the 4.?“ electrons of Ti that go out to oxygen )
The above view is borne out, as lyovvater has shown, from a correspon­
dence between the region of occurrence of the bands of TiO, and the region 
-of the atomic transitions in Ca. In general we get bands in regions 
corresponding to the atomic transitions in the element iso-electronic with 
the metallic constituent.
These general considerations may profitably be applied to interpret 
the electronic transitions in the CbO molecule thus .
Cb atom has the outer most electrons 4d ‘ 5.s'“ and oxygen has 2/>*.
(a) The total number of electrons is i t : the multiplicity must be even 
and may be two or four. (Higher multiiilicities cannot be jiossibly expected).
There is cxpeiimental evidence, as shown above, of the existence of 
four components in each \v\ member definitely in system B and iirobably 
also in system C There is iheiefore a greater piobability of the multipli­
city being four.
ib) Applying Pearse’s suggestion, if there is a transfer or promotion of 
t\A o electrons from the Cb atom to oxygen, there remains three electrons 
ill the constituent of the molecule effective in giving ri.se to molecular 
terms in CbO The ChO molecule may be considered as resembling in it.s 
electronic configuration tlie atom of yittrium which has 4d* outermost 
electrons giving rise to quartet lenns. Similar quartets may be expected 
in the CbO bands Comparing also the eorrespunding regions of transi­
tions in CbO and Yt we obtain a satisfactory ratio as in the case of TiO 
and Ca obtained by Lowater.
V,, for system A is 21420 cms“ ’ .
In Yt l--3d“4.s ‘P - T 5 4 7 7  cms"\
3d‘’4p ‘P" = 3747d „
Diflerence = 
Katio is 21Q99
21900
1.0321430
The following tiansitions might he teiitatatively coiisideied for the 
dillcieiii band systems observed in CbO.
System . 1 : 
System i t : 
System C .
*11- H I  
‘S - H l
Cons stent w th this scheme of electionic trausilions we observed four 
components in Cv-cli member m system C In system B as well similar 
muUiplet.s are observed, but the separations between them are smaller— a 
feature which may b . expected if the involved in the emission of
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system B has a small splittiiiff lu system A  however, the question of 
mulitplet structure as shown in an earlier section is complicated by the 
e^fisfejice of rotational structure. The multiplicity correspondinR to the 
ground 'IT stale has not been detected in system A .  There is no evidence 
of recurring frequency intervals that are found in systems B and C.- 
Perha[)S the effective separations are reduced to /,ero by the very near 
equality of the intervals in the intervals in the upper and lower H  states, 
IL is necessary, to investigate the rotational structure of system A  in detail 
before the above view can be established.
c  o  M p A R r s o  N w r 'r h  s  r i h a r  i\r o  j, k  c  u l  k  s
Og and VO are like CbO, eleven electron systems sand may becxpec^ted 
lO give similar electronic states. In Q.] th e ' transition was cstablis led 
by Nevin (1938) from a .study of the rotational analysis as - 'II l i d  
there was good correlation between Budo’s calculations (1Q37) of the 
loLational characteristics expected for such a tiansition In VO, howcvesi-, 
Mahauti (1935) analysing the rotational slructuie in one system suggested 
SL transition The absence of f2-lype of doubling even at high
rotational quantum numbers seem to to have led Mahauti to exclude 
the possibility ol a grouiul JI slate ami the piesence of a short and strong 
branch 1 uled out a ground slate vStill, as Mahaiiii himself has stated, 
the criteria of missing lines and intensity relations between the branches 
for low rotational quantum 11 Limbers could not be used to settle lUc question 
definitely. It a similarity ot electronic tran.sition.s can lie predicted from the 
resemblance between the electronic configurations of and VO, it would be
more probable to assume a 'J [ as the groiuid stale Tlie transition of the
system may be a ‘II —'‘II. A more coinjilete evidence for determining these 
electronic iraiisitions would be available only if the VO bands are 
pholographecl fmther in the red than Mabanti has done. Mahanti lias also 
indicated the probable existence of such bands in the infraied region.
C h r o j n n i n t  O v i d e  B a n d s , — The chromium oxide molecule gives baud 
systems having a similar complex .structure From a partial vibrational 
analysis Ghosh (1932) suggested the probability of transilioiLS between 
singlet or triplet terms. Observations of his pictures and also those 
obtained by the author and reproduced in the Plate T C, reveal four 
component heads following each band at the sequence start i e, five com­
ponent heads in all are observed, associated w'illi each of the Sequences starts. 
Arguing from the analogy and studying the variation of the multiplicities 
in a row of molecules such as TiO, V(J and CrO it would appear that 
qumiet terms are involved in the transition giving rjse to CiO ,bands. 
Probably a II — ’II transition may be occurring. A  study of the detailed 
t’otational slructuie of this and the othei molecules in the transition groups 
js very desirable and would lead to an understanding of this subject of 
electronic states in sucli molecules.
Complex Band Spectrum of Columhium Oxide
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